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Gold-Decorated Nanodiamonds: Powerful Multifunctional
Materials for Sensing, Imaging, Diagnostics, and Therapy
Silvia Orlanducci*[a]

Abstract: Gold-decorated nanodiamonds is an interesting mul-
tifunctional material that can find space in numerous applica-6

tions in the biological field. The coupling and/or synergy of the
properties of the individual components can offer interesting
solutions in the field of optical labeling, imaging, molecule and
drug delivery, and biosensing. This microreview describes the
techniques used for the synthesis of these materials and in-11

1. Introduction

The design of multifunctional nanoparticles for sustainable
technological applications is nowadays one of the most promis-
ing research fields. Multifunctionality is an intriguing hot topic21

in materials science, the possibility to design nanoscale materi-
als with tailored properties, and cooperative or hieratic func-
tions open new technological scenario with a far-reaching
range of applications. As an example, there is a considerable
interest in the development of nanoparticles capable of26

diagnosing and treating cancer at the same time or delivering
and releasing specific molecules and drugs on demand.

Functionalized or decorated nanoparticles are typical multi-
functional materials; thanks to the introduction of specific func-
tions and to the synergy between the two components, these31

systems provide new potential for theranostics applications.
Several reviews described multifunctional nanoparticles: as ver-
satile nanocarriers,[1] target-specific magnetic particles,[2] multi-
functional nanoparticles for multimodal imaging,[3] stimuli re-
sponsive nanoparticles.[4] The investigated materials range from36
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cludes a critical discussion of some recent results on their appli-
cation. The synergy between the two particles is particularly
evident in the improvement of the plasmonic and photoacous-
tic properties of gold. In addition, the catalytic and sensor activ-
ity of the hybrid system shows peculiarities not found in the 16

individual components alone.

liposomes, dendrimers, polymeric micelles, metal oxides, silica,
gold nanoparticles, carbon nanomaterials that can be function-
alized, decorated, mixed to each other to add specific polyva-
lence. In this large class of systems, we will focus on gold nano-
particles (AuNPs) and nanodiamonds (NDs) as well as on hybrid 41

nanoparticles (AuNP–ND) based on AuNPs and NDs, a recently
developed multifunctional nanomaterial with promising appli-
cations in biological environments.

Gold nanoparticles and nanodiamonds are already individu-
ally precious materials proposed and investigated in many re- 46

search fields. Both of them detain incomparable electronic and
physical properties, an easily modifiable surface chemistry and
finally, they are biocompatible. These features have made gold
nanoparticles and nanodiamond ones of the most widely used
nanomaterials for academic research and proposed materials 51

for a broad range of applications.[5–8]

Colloidal gold nanoparticles have an ancient history; they
have been used for the preparation of dichroic glass already
during the Roman Empire[9] and as an alchemical drug of lon-
gevity in traditional Indian and Chinese medicine as well as to 56

treat nervous disorders and syphilis in Europe.[10] The typical
ruby color of a colloidal gold nanoparticles solution arises from
the resonance excitation of localized surface plasmons (LSP).

The main physical effects, moving from bulk Au to Au nano-
particles, are the formation of a maximum in the extinction 61

spectrum at the plasmon resonance frequency, and a great en-
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hancement of electromagnetic field near to the nanoparticles
itself. The extinction cross-section can be 1000 times larger than
the geometrical size of particles and is dominated by absorp-
tion in the case of small particles (< 30 nm) and by scattering66

for larger particles. LSP of gold nanoparticles can range from
visible to NIR wavelengths, and depend on size, aspect ratio,
shape, surface functionalization, aggregation state and dielec-
tric properties of the environment.[11–13]

Several synthetic and functionalization procedures have pro-71

gressed and now nanoparticles with selected size distribution
and various shapes, such as sphere, rods, stars, shell, triangles
and many others, are available.[14–16]

AuNPs are applied with remarkable results in many research
field including chemical and biological sensing,[17] photocataly-76

sis,[18] nano-optics,[19] and living cell real-time surface enhanced
Raman spectroscopy (SERS) and imaging.[20,21]

Nanodiamonds are a nanoscale diamond with particles size
ranging between 4 to 100 nm. Several synthesis techniques us-
ing both bottom-up and top-down approach have been devel-81

oped.[8]

NDs can be obtained directly either by detonation method
or laser pyrolysis.[22,23] Secondly, they can be produced by mill-
ing of bulk diamond which could be natural diamond or dia-
mond grown by CVD or HPHT.[24,25]86

Other methods include: the hydrothermal synthesis from
carbides or from organic compounds,[26,27] high energy elec-
trons or ions irradiation of carbon materials[28,29] and ultrasound
cavitation.[30]

The most commonly used and commercially accessible91

nanodiamonds are those obtained by detonation or by milling
of microsized diamond (HPHT or natural). Whereas, pulse laser
synthesized ND powder became commercially available re-
cently.

The nanodiamonds obtained by detonation and those by96

grinding of larger crystals show substantial differences in terms
of structure, morphology and properties. The major difference
is related to the size of primary particles that are in the range
of 4–5 nm with spherical morphologies for detonation dia-
mond, and around 10–20 nm with an irregular facet shape in101

the case of ND from fragmentation of larger diamonds.
Another important difference between the two kinds of

nanodiamond is related to the photoluminescence properties.
Nanodiamonds have some of the remarkable physical proper-
ties of diamonds including point defects, as vacancies and im-106

purities, which are responsible for the fluorescence of dia-
monds. Fluorescence nanodiamonds are extremely photostable
ensuring long-term photoluminescence without photobleach-
ing, showing a brightness over two orders of magnitudes
higher than typical dye molecules moreover nitrogen vacancies111

(NV) and silicon vacancy (SiV), the most studied optical centers
in diamond, emit in red and in near-infrared spectral region
respectively therefore at wavelengths that easily penetrate bio-
logical tissue.[31–33]

ND from HPHT diamond are the preferred candidate for im-116

aging application showing stable and intense fluorescence in
particular after irradiation and annealing process.[25] While in-
stead detonation nanodiamonds are not able to host stable
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fluorescence defects mainly because the defects are too near
the surface allowing preferentially a non-radiative decay. Many 121

types of research are still underway to obtain stable fluorescent
diamonds smaller than 10 nm and in a larger amount.[34,35]

The nanodiamond retains most of the incredible properties
of the diamond such as extremely high hardness, high wear
resistance, high thermal conductivity, and electrical resistivity, 126

optical properties, chemical stability also in extreme environ-
ment and biocompatibility. It is important to underline that
thermal properties of nanodiamond (thermal conductivity and
thermal stability) as well as of all nanocrystalline materials,
strongly depend on the size and surface termination. In particu- 131

lar, thermal conductivity is both governed by the properties of
the grain boundaries and by the grain size and strongly de-
crease with the lowering of the size of crystals.[36]

Nevertheless, the interface conductance (Kapitza conduct-
ance) of nanodiamond seem to be ten times larger than that 136

reported for any other material[37] confirming the useful role
of nanodiamond as excellent heat dissipation filler material in
nanocomposites.

Hydrogen terminated nanodiamonds, as well as diamonds,
exhibit negative electron affinity (NEA), which strongly im- 141

proves the field emission and the photoemission from the na-
nodiamond surface. The generation of electrons can be used in
cold cathode technology[38] but also in the generation of solv-
ated electrons and radicals for photocatalysis[39,40] or reactive
oxygen species for in-vitro treatment of radioresistant cancer 146

cells.[41]

Compare to diamond, ND are characterized by high surface
to volume ratio, and their chemical-physical properties are
strongly related to the chemical groups on their surface. Several
reviews describe well-developed methods for modifying the 151

surface termination of nanodiamonds made from different
technologies.[42,8] Nanodiamonds surface can be easily manipu-
lated by covalent and not covalent functionalization with orga-
nometallics, polymers, drugs, DNA, RNA, proteins, peptides, and
many others.[43,44] 156

Today small NDs (4–10 nm) are synthesized in large quanti-
ties at a relatively low cost by detonation methodology and are
the most frequently experimented in the biological and medical
application. In vitro and in vivo animal studies, including oral,
subcutaneous, intramuscular and intravenous administration, 161

demonstrated the absence of genotoxicity cytotoxicity, biocom-
patibility, and non-toxicity of nanodiamonds.[45–49]

Considering the unique and complementary properties of
the two nanomaterials, it is not surprising that some research
groups are evaluating the potentials expressed by the 166

AuNP–ND hybrid system.

2. Synthesis and Characterization of
AuNP–ND Hybrid Nanoparticles

The control of the shape and size of gold nanoparticles on
nanodiamond surface, as well as the functionalization of the ND 171

surface, and the mutual organization between the two types of
nanoparticles represent the key steps to define the ultimate use
of the systems. Two general synthesis procedures have been
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proposed: the direct synthesis of gold nanoparticles in a nano-
diamond dispersion and the post-synthesis fastening of AuNPs176

on ND surface by covalent or non-covalent bonds. The simplest
way to prepare the AuNP decorated ND is the direct reduction
of gold ions on nanodiamonds surface by means of reducing
agents as NaBH4

[50–53] or hydroxylamine hydrochloride.[54] The
reducing agent can be replaced by introducing proper chemical181

groups directly on nanodiamond surface able to reduce gold
ions.[55] Hydroxyl groups on nanodiamond play the principal
role as reducing agent; they are always present in a certain
quantity on the surface of purified hydrophilic nanodiamonds
but can be further introduced on nanodiamond surface by re-186

duction of carboxyl groups by boranes[42] or by radical addic-
tion as in Fenton protocol.[56] This protocol uses hydrogen per-
oxide H2O2 and iron sulfate FeSO4 in a strongly acidic solution
and is able to introduce OH groups by radical addiction and
clear the surface from non-diamond carbon.191

Adding reducing agent directly on ND surface itself could be
an elegant procedure that significantly reduces the consump-
tion of chemicals and shortens the purification processes dura-
tion.

The direct synthesis of AuNPs in a NDs dispersion generally196

leads to growth spherical or quasi-spherical particles while syn-
thesis duration and conditions (mainly temperature and pH)
have an effect on particle size distribution.

Quasi-ellipsoidal nanoplatelets, Figure 1, were synthesized by
Matassa et al.[57] using detonation nanodiamond OH functional-201

ized and an innovative Au complex.[58] Under the experimental
parameters, AuNPs show a discoidal shape having a diameter
of about 30 nm, and a thickness of 10 nm, moreover, ND parti-
cles are sometimes embedded into the Au platelets. Such
unusual assembling could be related to a selective interaction206

of Au complex with the ND surfaces driving the synthesis of
this hybrid AuNP–ND nanomaterial.

Ones of the advantages of this procedure is the simplicity of
methodology, the long-term stability of the dispersion, and the
intimate contact between the two species: gold and diamond.211

AuNPs with more controlled shape and size distribution have
to be previously synthesized and then attached to nanodia-
mond by post synthesis protocols.

Yun Zeng et al.[59] use sophisticated methods to decorate
nanodiamond with gold nanorods. They use polydopamine216

(PDA) coated ND, as a platform to further modifications, and
DNA functionalized gold nanorods (AuNR). After bonding DNA
strand by tiolate bond on PDA–ND, the two systems bind to
each other by the complementary hybridization of DNA strands
on both nanoparticles. An example of DNA mediated self-221

assembly of AuNR with ND (AuNR–ND) structures are reported
in Figure 2.

Au/Ag urchin-like NPs were conjugated to detonation ND by
thiol bond as reported in Ref 60. Urchin-like or stars-like AuNPs
are multi-branched particles showing a strong electromagnetic226

field enhancement due to the sharp edges of the tips. Also, in
this case, the synthetic procedure consists in many steps start-
ing with the covalently bonding of ND with poly(ethylene
glycol) bis(3-aminopropyl) terminated (PEG1500N) that intro-
duce a broad fluorescence by passivation of ND surface (giving231
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Figure 1. Morphology and structural studies of AuNP–ND nanostructures. TEM
image of AuNP–ND nanoplatelet aggregates (a) and of a single nanoplatelet
(c). (b) EDX spectral image; the peak at about 2 keV is the Au signal. (d)
Electron diffraction pattern of the ND phase (white dot arcs) and the fcc Au
phase (yellow circles). (e) and (f ) HR TEM images at the edge of an Au nano-
platelet; NDs are labeled by white stars. Reprinted with permission from
ref.[57] Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.

fluorescent nanodiamond FND). Then, using a reagent able to
react selectively with the primary amine of PEG1500N, thiolated
nanodiamonds were prepared and finally, were conjugated with
Au/Ag NPs. Another attractive protocol to decor nanodiamond
with gold nanoparticles are developed by W. Liu et al.[61] Here 236

the hybrid particles were prepared by absorption and crosslink-
ing of controlled protein coated AuNPs on carboxylated ND.
Finally, by applying ultracentrifugation procedures AuNP–ND
dispersions with narrow size distributions and long-term stabil-
ity were obtained. 241

3. Multifunctional Applications of AuNP–ND
Hybrid Nanoparticles

3.1. AuNP–NDs as Imaging Agents

The use of AuNP–ND hybrid system was very effective in photo-
acoustic tomography. In analogy with the graphene used as 246
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Figure 2. TEM images of: (A) AuNR–NDs via specific DNA hybridization; (B)
mixture of PDA–ND and AuNRs without specific DNA hybridization. Reprinted
with permission from ref.[59] Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.

Figure 3. In-silicon PA signal from: (a) FNDs, (b) gold nanoparticles (GNPs), and (c) FND-5GNP under a single pulse of the excitation laser. (d) PA signal
accumulated over 10 laser pulses from FNDs, GNPs, and FND-5GNP; where the 5 indicates that the particle ratio between the GNPs and FNDs is chosen to
be 5:1; excitation wavelengths at 530 and 565 nm, respectively. Reprinted with permission from ref.[63] Copyright The Optical Society.

energy absorbing material,[62] also the presence of the nanodia-
mond amplifies the photoacoustic signal of the gold. Several
authors have shown that the energy transfer between ND and
AuNP is able to increase the photoacoustic signal, allowing to
reduce the laser power engaged for the generation of the signal251

and then to improve the durability of the gold particles avoid-
ing the dissolution due to long-time irradiation.

For this type of experiment, both 100 nm[63] fluorescent
nanodiamonds (FND) and detonation nanodiamonds of 4–5 nm
size were used.[51] In the two cases, the authors observe a no-256

ticeable increase in the photoacoustic signal (PA) in experi-
ments in-silicon and in-vivo, respectively.

In the case of FND,[63] the PA signal is amplified even 30
times using a green light source (530–560 nm) which is reso-
nant with the absorption of the NV optical centers of the dia-261

mond (Figure 3).
Moreover, the authors highlight the quenching of the ND

fluorescence speculating an energy transfer mechanism be-
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tween the excited nanodiamond and the AuNP capable to sup-
port this remarkable amplification.[63] 266

Instead, in the case of detonation ND,[51] the authors perform
in vivo experiment using NIR sources, that is more suitable for
future tomographic applications of these systems, and in addi-
tion to signal amplification, they highlight a longer lifetime of
the AuNPs, Figure 4. 271

This effect is due to the greater resistance (durability) of the
gold nanoparticles, in fact, under irradiation the developed heat
can be easily transferred from gold to the diamond and then
dissipates it in the medium, slowing down the dissolution of
the metal. Finally, the authors report cytotoxicity studies high- 276

lighting the low toxicity of the system even at high contractions
(125 ug/mL).

ND gold and silver nanoparticles are highly efficient in pho-
tothermal therapy against cancer cells as proved by Liang-Chien
Cheng et al.[60] In this paper, the authors described the prepara- 281

tion of urchin-like Au/Ag NPs conjugated with ND and tested
this system as photothermal therapeutic material under NIR ir-
radiation. A great advantage was relieved by labeling the nano-
particles by human transferrin (Tf ) leading both an increase of

the rate and the quantity of the cell NPs uptake. Moreover, both 286

the label and therapeutic properties can be monitored together
by confocal microscopy. Otherwise, compared to the researches
previously described the fluorescence of the system seems not
affected by the presence of gold and the authors did not detect
any quenching of fluorescence. It is important to underline that 291

in this case the used NDs are not fluorescence itself but exhibit
a broad fluorescence due to surface passivation with PEG.

AuNP–ND hybrid particles, prepared by a protein-mediated
methodology developed by W. Liu et al.,[61] exhibit similar be-
havior. Despite the intrinsically fluorescent NDs used in this 296

work, the conjugation between the metals nanoparticles and
the nanodiamonds takes place through a polymeric shell that
probably inhibits any energy transfer between the two compo-
nents. This system was tested as a marker for high-resolution
cellular investigation in both optical imaging and transmission 301

electron microscopy (TEM). The authors report several advanta-
ges in optical microscopy in both the emission [excitation
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Figure 4. Photoacoustic spectra of AuNP–ND (named in the figure NDAuNP) and AuNPs before and after 80 min of laser irradiation. (b) Acquired PA images
of AuNP–ND and AuNP at the respective times. (c) Photoacoustic intensity of AuNP–ND and AuNP (100 μL each) were injected into chicken breast muscle.
Reprinted with permission from ref.[51] Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society ■■ ((<=Author: Please check all copyright statements in the Figure captions,
as some of them were corrected.)) ■■ .

source (λex) at 561 nm and emission wavelength at 575–
718 nm spectral range] and scattering mode (λex = 458 nm,
scattering wavelength at 450–470 nm spectral range) due to306

the photostable fluorescence originate from ND and localized
surface plasmon resonance from gold respectively, Figure 5.

Figure 5. Optical imaging of A549 cells loaded with AuNP–ND (a) Bright field.
(b) Fluorescence channel (c) Overlap of (a) and (b). Fluorescent and scattering
imaging of AuNP–ND in A549 cells. (d) Fluorescence channel. (e) Scattering
channel. (f ) Overlap of (d) and (e). Scale bar: 20 μm. Reprinted with permis-
sion from ref.[61] Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.

Finally, the Au strongly improve the contrast in TEM images
Figure 6. This allowed the authors to highlight an increased
number of vesicles in the cell, probably caused to the penetra-311
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tion of sharp-edged diamonds through the endosomal mem-
brane.

Figure 6. FND–Au cell slice observed by TEM based on the high-pressure
freezing procedure. (a) Single FND–Au inside the cellular endosome. (b) FND–
Au distributed in endosomes and cytosol. The green circle indicates luminal
vesicles derived from the endosomal membrane penetration of the sharp-
edged FND–Au. Reprinted with permission from ref.[61] Copyright 2016 Amer-
ican Chemical Society.

3.2. SERS and Surface Plasmon Resonance Sensors

Sensing and biosensing based on SERS require active substrates
able to provide large enhancement factor and long-term stabil- 316

ity. Gold decorated nanodiamonds successfully used as SERS
substrate shown excellent enhancement activity mainly based
on charge transfer process.[51]

The charge transfer mechanism is particularly advantageous
in all cases of fluorescent substrates, in fact, the charge or en- 321

ergy transfer turns off the fluorescence allowing the acquisition
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of the Raman signal. Furthermore, as in the case of the photoac-
oustic signal, diamond can easily dissipate the heat developed
by the irradiated metal, increasing the durability of the SERS
substrate.326

Recently these particles have been used for the molecular
identification of foreign pigments on ancient supports.

An approach, based on integrated techniques and chemical
analysis by SERS, made possible to identify the biological actor
(agent) responsible for specific purple-colored damage on an-331

cient parchments solving a mystery long centuries.[64]

AuNP–ND hybrid systems can be used for drug delivery of
hydrophobic substances too. Indeed nanodiamond allows the
transport of insoluble substances in an aqueous environment,
avoiding the use of potentially toxic solvents or surfactants.[65]336

An often-uncontrollable and/or neglected aspect in drug deliv-
ery is the monitoring of the integrity of the transported mol-
ecules that could undergo irreversible degradation or absorp-
tion on the substrate. It is possible to overcome this drawback
studying the adsorbed molecules by SERS and to monitor their341

structure and release on real-time by using AuNP–ND as drug
delivery system.[65,66]

Nanodiamond conjugated gold nanoparticles were reported
as an analytical colorimetric probe for the detection of Clen-
buterol hydrochloride (CLB) and CrIII ions both in ideal and real346

samples as lake water and urine. Several interference molecules
and metal ions have been tested and did not affect the surface
plasmon resonance (SPR) peak showing great selectively and
sensitivity.[67] The reported results seem impressive and deserve
further investigations.351

3.3. Catalysts

AuNP–NDs shown catalytical activity in the hydroamination re-
action of phenylacetylene with aniline,[53] decomposition of
aqueous solutions of hydrogen peroxide,[68] and displayed per-
oxidase-like catalytic activity.[50]356

The peroxidase-like catalytic activity was tested both for Au
and Pt-decorated nanodiamond. Preliminary studies were per-
formed on a diluted solution of H2O2 and then, in vitro, promot-
ing reactive oxygen species (ROS) production by the addition
of rotenone. The obtained data show that the catalytic activity361

as antioxidant of Au and Pt-decorated nanodiamond is higher
than that of glutathione, the most common compound em-
ployed as antioxidant. Finally considering both the antioxidant
activity and biocompatibility the AuNP–ND is the material to
choose.[68]366

AuNP–ND seems to exhibit oxidative catalytic activity follow-
ing a ping-pong mechanism for multiple substrates. Moreover,
as demonstrated by Min-Chul Kim et al.,[50] neither nanodia-
monds nor gold nanoparticles alone used in this work exhibited
a peroxidase-like activity Figure 7.[50] To rationalize this claim371

the authors perform a deep investigation of the surface chemis-
try of all the used particles (ND, AuNPs, and AuNP–ND) by XPS.
The results support the idea that the higher catalytic activity is
related to the charge transfer from gold nanoparticles to sp2

dangling bonds on ND surface.[50]376
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Figure 7. Progress of the catalytic oxidation reaction. The intensity of the UV
absorbance peak of 2,3- diaminophenazine, the product of the oxidation of
o-phenylenediamine, at 430 nm was monitored. Reprinted with permission
from ref.[50] Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.

4. New Prospects and Conclusion
The AUNP–ND hybrid system has numerous advantages com-
pared to the individual nanoparticles as they are.

In the case of direct synthesis of AuNP on ND surface, ND
seems to anchor stably AuNP, preventing Au over-growth and 381

aggregation, without the use of potentially toxic surfactants
normally used to synthesize AuNP alone. The technological is-
sue in this case is the preparation of stable ND dispersion, on
porpoise, numerous improvements have been made in recent
years, and today, are available aqueous dispersions of nanodia- 386

mond with ND aggregates size ranging from 300 nm to 10 nm,
and single-digit ND dispersion too.[8] These dispersions are gen-
erally without additives and are widely used in biological appli-
cations.

Conversely, in the case of AuNP–ND system obtained by 391

post-synthetic conjugation treatments, contaminations deriving
from the synthesis of AuNP (surfactant and/or cupping agent)
are always present together with a coating on ND surface that
allows the conjugation between the two species. In this case,
the system is more complicated, in term of chemical control 396

and stability, but shows the advantage of being easily modified
by larger molecules and/or biomarkers.

Regardless of the preparation method of AuNP–ND, nanodia-
mond improves the heat energy transfer from gold to the me-
dium, as a result, AuNP became more resistant to dissolution 401

under strong irradiation.
One of the most promising results in the use of gold nano-

diamond hybrid systems is related to the coupling of their out-
standing optoelectronic properties. As demonstrated energy
absorption, photoacoustic and scattering signals can be greatly 406

enhanced using AuNP–ND hybrid compared to those of the
component materials alone. The system retains local plasmonic
properties triggering enhanced effect in Raman and in photo-
acoustic applications.

The optical properties deriving from the coupling of these 411

two species are already not completely clear and predictable,
showing in some cases contradictory results. As a Matter of fact,
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shape and size of the particles, and the methodology used to
conjugate them, determine the final properties of the hybrid
system. In general, the gold nanoparticles have the ability to416

quench the fluorescence of the nanodiamond when intimately
conjugated to it. Despite this, using larger nanodiamond (in
the range of 100 nm of diameter) and optimizing the distance
between the surface plasmon and the optical center it was pos-
sible to obtain hybrid nanoparticles with an emission intensity421

of 30 % lower to the nanodiamond alone.[54]

Nevertheless, they undoubtedly offer great potential for opti-
cal and photonic applications.[52,69–71]

AuNP–ND system has proved to be an excellent SERS plat-
form, able to penetrate cell and tissue and future research will426

cover its use both in vitro and in vivo studies.
The research related to sensors based on AuNP–ND systems

is still in an embryonic phase. The first results demonstrate high
sensitivity and selectivity, and further great results are expected
in the field of optical, electrochemical and electrochromic sen-431

sors. We believe with the further improvement of synthetic pro-
cedures, in term of control in size distribution and shape, the
AuNP–ND nanoparticles will find more and more applications
in biological and theranostics fields.
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